
1. Background

IG  Data  is  used  to  describe  huge  sizes  of  organized
and unorganized data that are so large. It is very

problematic to procedure this data using old-style
databases and soft wares. The word big data is the
businesses  that  had  to  request  roughly  unorganized  very
large circulated data. Different challenges have to face for
maintaining the data security, storage, sharing, analysis
and visual data [1].
Big Data have the following properties [5]

Figure1: [5]

2. Security issues
Cloud computing comes with many issues like
performances, storage, optimism, flexibility, transition
from legacy systems. One of main issue is security [2].
2.1 Long term feasibility
What security measure or conversion happens to the data

security of cloud if vendor goes out of business in client’s
data returns and what format?
3. Data availability
Can  the  cloud  vendor  move  all  their  clients’  data  on  a
different framework. Should the existing environment
become compromised?
We describe the three another main types of issues.

· Traditional security
· Data Availability
· Third party data access

3.1 Traditional security
It include attacks in different levels mainly involves in
networks attacks. This security layer have to face several
issues like user-authentication, data authorization, virtual
level attacks, phishing cloud supplier, forensics cloud ,
enlarge network attacks. These attacks broke down the
speed and the security of cloud .
3.2 Data Availability:
These issues are created on specific application level.
Different terms of issues and security failure are concern
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in it such as Uptime of sever, data integrity, single point of
failure, denial of services, consistence’s, cloud availability
and many more[2].

3.3 Third party data access
is a legal issue in this concern lack of control and visibility
of data by adding the third party influences, ear-drooping,
or by accessing cloud data.
4. Challenges of security in cloud
The challenges of security in cloud computing platform
can be categorized into several Levels included network,
user authentication, data-integration level, and generic
issues. [1]

Figure 2:  [2]

4.1 Network level
This type of challenges deals in network level. Different
protocols and techniques are used to maintain security
included distributed nodes, data, inter-nodes, denial of
nodes access.
4.2 Authentication level
Different hurdles and challenges that can be faced at user
authentication level for securing the unauthorized access
of user inside the cloud. This authentication deal by using
different  methods  and  technique  includes  data
duplication, administrative access for nodes, application

nodes verification, encrypt and decrypt techniques (cyber,
cryptography) and different logging methods.

4.3 Data level
These security challenges are classify at data level. The
data level deals with data atomicity, consistency, accuracy,
integrity and reliability. These challenges that have to face
data level layer include data security, projection, data
administration, back up and data distribution [5].
4.4 Generic types
These challenges are sort with traditional tools of security
by the use of various terms and techniques

5. Research Challenges and
Multidisciplinary Approaches

The problem of security issues in big data confronts many
research challenges and approaches. We highlight some
suggestive points that are described flowing:
6. Data Confidentiality:
Many researches, terminologies and mechanisms exist
about data confidentiality but most common term which is
widely includes control system access and encryption of
data. The imprecise approaches of control system access
are:

· Integrate  the  access  of  control  policies  for  large
amount of data.

· Authentication at particular level for getting
permission about accessing big data.

· At administrative level implement control policies
for accessing diverse multi-media data.

· Implementing control access policies in big data
warehouses.

· Sets control access policies for automatically
updating the changing in data.

Different privacy preserving techniques are also
defined for maintaining the security matters. These
technologies secure both public and private data. It
may use many policies level agreements for securing
data at data publications, different models and
frameworks are design for this purpose.
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7. Possible security approaches

The three mostly probable attacks are wrapping attacks,
malware-injection attacks and flooding attacks. The
direction of  research on cloud computing security will  be
shaped differently in the next decade with the assumption
of increasing events of security abuse about the users and
providers  of  the  cloud  computing  in  the  near  future.
Hence, the discipline of cloud computing security seems to
be evolved swiftly along with striving to handle the
distinctive  chucks  and  abilities  concerned  with  privacy
and security issues caused by the evolution of this new
paradigm. Technically, the development made in this field
mainly deals with attacks and hacking challenges which
are related to cloud computing providers and systems
[11]. Cloud Computing give great services.
It has also many threats of security attacks i.e. malware
attacks, wrapping attacks and flooding attacks etc. we
have discussed in our paper [12].
7.1 Wrapping Attack
The user messages to his VM, it goes firstly to the browser
server. In the server a message is created called SOAP
message. The information between the server and the
browser is interchanged. Before the processing the XML
need some of standard roles and to be signed. So the
signature values are open and the SOAP message gets all
necessary information [13].

Figure 3 SOAP message before attack [14]
7.2 Flooding Attack
Flooding attacks can be stopped by simple approach i.e. by
establishing a group of all servers in cloud as a convoy of
servers. Each convoy will have a specific job i.e. one server

will do file management and the second will do data
management. So the servers will be untouched with each
other by sending and receiving messages. In this case if a
server is filled then a new server will be developed and
that will have all necessary requirements [13].
7.3 Malware-Injection Attack
In a malware-injection attack, a challenger effort to insert
malevolent service or code. It seems as one of the valid
sample  services  of  the  cloud.  If  the  attacker  is  successful,
then the cloud service will hurt from a great hacking
challenge eavesdropping. The attacker will capable to
change the functionality or causing gridlocks by small
changings. It will be the time consuming process for the
user who waits until the job is completed. The attacker
implements his services in such a way that it will run in
IAAS or SAAS of the cloud servers, for example, delete
Users and set Admin Rights. This type of attack is called
spoofing attack [13].
8. Discussion Security
All types of attacks that are related to the data in
transportation applies to cloud based services are man in
the middle attack, eavesdropping, phishing, sniffing etc.
[15]. A cloud computing state can be expressed in three
classes i.e. service manipulators, service, and the cloud
benefactor [11].

Figure 4 [11]
§ An image of the customers VM in the image

source  system  of  the  cloud  is  provided  by  the
worker  when  the  clients  open  account  in  the
cloud. All applications are measured with high
productivity and integrity which the users open.
Contemplation of the integrity in the hardware
level should be occupied into account, because it
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is very hard for an attacker to interject in the IAAS
level [17].

§ The modest attack that malicious code can
achieve on a virtual machine challenger is to
perceive it. As more security scholars trust on
virtual machine challengers, malicious code
examples have appeared that are deliberately
complex to the company of virtual machine
contesters [18].

9. Conclusion:

Security is also one of the main issues that have to face in
Big Data. In this paper first we over look on big data
properties, security issues included Long term viability
and Data availability. Organizations also have to face
different security challenges at network level,
Authentication level, Data level and Generic type. Also
discuss the possible security Approaches by using possible
solutions for the three mostly probable attacks: wrapping
attacks, malware-injection attacks and flooding attacks.
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